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Carry It On
The War on Poverty and the Civil Rights Movement in Alabama, 1964–1972
Susan Youngblood Ashmore

“Ashmore’s well-written and researched analysis of the War on Poverty in Alabama reveals how white leaders and bureaucrats subverted equal opportunity programs to serve their racist agenda and how African Americans counterattacked with limited success. Her book is a major contribution to the revisionist literature on the civil rights movement.”—Pete Daniel, author of Toxic Drift

“Carry It On is right at the forefront of the next frontier of civil rights historiography: the period after the passage of national civil rights legislation and the great set-piece confrontations but before the advent of a New South biracial politics in the 1970s. Ashmore shows how the War on Poverty in Alabama was both a training ground for future African American politicians and a setting for the southern variant of Black Power.”
—Tony Badger, author of The New Deal: The Depression Years

New Orleans after the Promises
Poverty, Citizenship, and the Search for the Great Society
Kent B. Germany

“Remarkably few historians have probed the local impact of the War on Poverty. While there are many grim twists and unfulfilled hopes in New Orleans after the Promises, Germany shows that the Great Society lived on into the 1970s in New Orleans and that federal social programs helped to destroy white supremacy. Historians who unthinkingly adopt the concept of a civil rights ‘crisis of victory’ and who assume that the War on Poverty was nothing more than tokenism must read this important and highly original book.”
—Gareth Davies, University of Oxford

“A fine study that anyone concerned with racial justice in America should read.”—Journal of American History
Civil Rights Memorials and the Geography of Memory
Owen J. Dwyer and Derek H. Alderman
A volume in the Center Books on the American South series, George F. Thompson, series founder and director www.americanplaces.org

“This book explores the social, economic, and political factors that shed light on the spatial distribution of the monuments associated with the civil rights movement, as well as their designs and meanings in the landscape. The authors argue that these memorials reflect a major shift in the symbolic landscapes of the United States because they successfully challenge the previously dominant ‘white’ inscription of history. The authors also note that many conflicts of meaning and memory remain unresolved. This is a very strong work that is well-organized and readable.”
—Kenneth E. Foote, author of Shadowed Ground

Race and Democracy
The Civil Rights Struggle in Louisiana, 1915–1972
Adam Fairclough, with a new afterword by the author
Winner of the Lillian Smith Award, Kemper and Leila Williams Prize, Gustavus Myers Award, and the Louisiana Literary Award

The first history of the civil rights movement in Louisiana, and the most comprehensive and detailed study yet of the movement at the state level, Race and Democracy impressively demonstrates that by studying the contours of grassroots activism we can gain a much clearer picture of the struggle for racial justice.

“Fairclough has provided the most exhaustive study to date linking the pre- and post-Brown struggles for equality.”
—Journal of American History

Sacred Mission, Worldly Ambition
Black Christian Nationalism in the Age of Jim Crow
Adele Oltman
A Sarah Mills Hodge Fund Publication

“Describes an engrossing world of persistence and change within Savannah’s African American community in the 1920s and the 1930s. Oltman’s recovery of a fascinating union of business and religion, in rise and decline, illuminates the history of Savannah and underscores the complexities, opportunities, and tensions that typified early twentieth-century African American communities across the nation. Clearly written and skillfully researched, Sacred Mission, Worldly Ambition leaves indelible impressions of struggles that mattered to communities and individuals alike.”
—Jon Butler, Howard R. Lamar Professor of American History, Yale University
Other Souths
Diversity and Difference in the U.S. South,
Reconstruction to Present
Edited by Pippa Holloway


“This splendid collection captures the South’s complex history from Reconstruction to the present. Incorporating race, class, and gender; sexuality, morality, and popular culture; immigration, environmentalism, and peace politics, Other Souths illuminates traditional issues from new and compelling perspectives.”
—Nancy A. Hewitt, author of Southern Discomfort

Journey toward Justice
Juliette Hampton Morgan and the Montgomery Bus Boycott
Mary Stanton

“A much-needed appraisal of a player who too long remained on the intriguing margins of the civil rights story, it is also an absorbing social history of the band of southern liberals who answered the call of the zeitgeist at a time when it was potentially fatal to do so. Wonderfully written and vividly researched, the book is a pleasure to read.”—Diane McWhorter, author of Carry Me Home

Creating the Big Easy
New Orleans and the Emergence of Modern Tourism, 1918–1945
Anthony J. Stanonis

“Studying chambers of commerce, politicians, preservationists and their opponents, novelists, teachers, and the tourists themselves, Stanonis details the surprisingly complex efforts behind marketing New Orleans as a city with an exotic past. The places and events—the Vieux Carre, the French Quarter, Bourbon Street, Mardi Gras, jazz—may be familiar, but the controversies over how or whether they should be tourist attractions are consistently fascinating.”
—Ted Ownby, University of Mississippi
Motoring
The Highway Experience in America
John A. Jakle and Keith A. Sculle

“Jakle and Sculle, the deans of the American roadside, shift their focus from the flanks of the highway to the driver’s seat. *Motoring* transports the reader through the rough roads of early automobiling to the superhighways of today. It is an exquisite and informative journey.” —Craig E. Colten, author of *An Unnatural Metropolis*

Focusing on recreational travel between 1900 and 1960, Jakle and Sculle cover dozens of topics related to drivers, cars, and highways and explain how they all converge to uphold that illusory notion of release and rejuvenation we call the “open road.”

Closer to the Truth Than Any Fact
Memoir, Memory, and Jim Crow
Jennifer Jensen Wallach

“Historians and particularly history students will find many valuable insights in this book. Wallach lays out a theoretical framework for understanding memoirs as source material and then does an excellent job of putting that theory into practice.” —Steve Estes, author of *I am a Man*

“Waller’s interdisciplinary training allows her to demonstrate how attention to language, symbolism, allegory, and other literary devices can uncover more historically relevant content in a memoir than a mere surface reading would allow. This is a well-written and well-argued response to a single question: How should historians handle literary memoirs as historical sources?” —Jennifer Ritterhouse, author of *Growing Up Jim Crow*

Southern Women at the Seven Sister Colleges
Feminist Values and Social Activism, 1875–1915
Joan Marie Johnson

“Johnson does for the Seven Sisters what historian Anne Firor Scott first did for Troy Female Seminary, showing how graduates ‘disseminated the feminist values they learned there.’ This superbly researched work will be a valuable addition to the historiography on women’s higher education, the Progressive Era, and the region.” —Amy Thompson McCandless, author of *The Past in the Present*
Politics and Culture in the Twentieth-Century South

Bryant Simon and Jane Dailey, Series Editors

With an eye toward understanding the struggles that have shaped the newest New South, this series offers interdisciplinary historical studies of the region’s social, political, and economic transformation. This series presents the best new research on a range of topics in recent southern history, including the long battle for equal civil rights for all citizens, partisan political realignment, suburbanization and the rise of car culture, changes in gender and sexual cultures, the rise of theocratic politics, industrialization and deindustrialization, immigration, and integration into the global economy of the twenty-first century: fresh scholarship that investigates new areas and reinterprets the familiar.

Series Advisory Board

Lisa Dorr
University of Alabama

Grace Elizabeth Hale
University of Virginia

Randal Jelks
Calvin College

Kevin Kruse
Princeton University

Robert Norrell
University of Tennessee, Knoxville

Bruce Schulman
Boston University

Marjorie Spruill
University of South Carolina

J. Mills Thornton
University of Michigan

Allen Tullos
Emory University

Brian Ward
University of Manchester

Race, Reason, and Massive Resistance

The Diary of David J. Mays, 1954–1959

David J. Mays, Edited by James R. Sweeney

“Thanks to Sweeney’s meticulous research and editing, readers now have a window into the grand strategy of segregation’s defenders. . . . Historical understanding of the unfinished business of civil rights will depend in large measure upon how one defines the issues—as Mays defined them, or as the simpler, more public spokesmen for the white South defined them.”—David L. Chappell, author of A Stone of Hope

These private writings by a prominent white southern lawyer offer insight into Virginia’s embrace of massive white resistance following the 1954 Brown v. Board of Education ruling.

328 pp.
15 b&w photos | 2 maps
3025-9 $39.95 cloth
SPECIAL $27.97
Politics and Culture in the Twentieth-Century South (cont’d)

A Common Thread
Labor, Politics, and Capital Mobility in the Textile Industry
Beth English

“Alongside Jefferson Cowie’s Capital Moves, Beth English offers one of the first works of business and labor history to take seriously an industry-wide, cross-regional analysis that is a necessary prelude to understanding the challenges facing working people in an age of globalization. This careful case study is filled with both analytic and strategic insight.”—Leon Fink, author of The Maya of Morganton

248 pp.
22 b&w photos
2628-3 $39.95 cloth
SPECIAL $27.97

“Everybody Was Black Down There”
Race and Industrial Change in the Alabama Coalfields
Robert H. Woodrum

“Woodrum suggests that the UMW ‘occupied a key space in the battle to determine race relations in the Birmingham district’ but that there was a high price to be paid for its calculated ambivalence on the question of racial equality. For anyone wanting to understand why so many Southern white workers fell under the sway of demagogues like George Wallace, this impressive study is as good a place to start as any.”—Brian Kelly, author of Race, Class, and Power in the Alabama Coalfields, 1908–21

328 pp.
10 b&w photos
2879-9 $24.95 paper
SPECIAL $17.47
2739-6 $59.95 unj. cloth
SPECIAL $41.97
After decades of being both celebrated and dismissed as the exception within American exceptionalism, the South is emerging as central to debates in fields ranging from American studies and African American studies to cultural studies and postcolonial theory. Engaged with these debates from the outset, “the new Southern Studies,” as Houston A. Baker Jr. named the field, thus only secondarily reinvigorates the old. Rather, as its scholars look at the South afresh, their chief aim is a floor-to-ceiling rethinking of some of the central ideas of the last twenty years of critical theory: objecthood, identity, space, nation, region, abjection, the body, empire. The books in this interdisciplinary, methodologically rigorous, and iconoclastic series will, as a result, engage scholars and students in a wide variety of fields.

Series Advisory Board

Houston A. Baker Jr.
Vanderbilt University

Jennifer Greeson
Princeton University

Trudier Harris
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill

Tara McPherson
University of Southern California

John T. Matthews
Boston University

Scott Romine
University of North Carolina, Greensboro

Disturbing Calculations
The Economics of Southern Identity
Melanie R. Benson

“Benson provides incisive readings of southern literature over the last century that point to the dangers of facile assumptions about the South’s newness. Disturbing Calculations confronts the quest for autonomy, community, and revitalized humanity with bald and sobering honesty, allowing us to see the shortcomings of literary culture in aiding human communities to move away from the dehumanizing legacies of slavery’s troubling marriage with capitalism. Written with exceptional grace and passion, Benson’s work is a required checkpoint for any future well-intended attempts to rethink southern literature.”—George Handley, author of New World Poetics

320 pp.
3112-6 $24.95 paper
SPECIAL $17.47
2972-7 $69.95 unj. cloth
SPECIAL $48.97
Available August 2008
Grounded Globalism  
*How the U.S. South Embraces the World*  
James L. Peacock

“Peacock is a pathbreaking commentator on the impact of globalization on the American South. In this provocative volume, he challenges us to move beyond traditional notions of a southern identity shaped and sustained by the South’s historically ‘oppositional’ relationship with the rest of America to focus on its rapidly evolving relationship with the rest of the world.”  
—James C. Cobb, author of *Away Down South*

Black Masculinity and the U.S. South  
*From Uncle Tom to Gangsta*  
Riché Richardson

“Richardson’s book brilliantly unpacks the interlaced tropes of gender, race, and region that undergird both historical and contemporary ideologies of black masculinity in the United States. She convincingly argues that one cannot understand the contours of black masculinity as they play out across multiple sites today without first coming to terms with the legacies of things southern for African American men (and for culture at large). Exploring topics as diverse as the Tuskegee Syphilis Study, 1960s black liberation struggles, and southern rap music, Richardson powerfully illuminates the myriad ways in which region matters to race and to gender.”  
—Tara McPherson, author of *Reconstructing Dixie*

The Nation’s Region  
*Southern Modernism, Segregation, and U.S. Nationalism*  
Leigh Anne Duck

“A brilliant study of southern regionalism, U.S. nationalism, and American literary modernism. It is exhaustively and meticulously well-informed, bristling with cutting-edge reformulations and recastings of established problems and solutions. It is also beautifully written, with prose that is unfailingly lucid, lean, and exact. This book will be a leading contribution to new southern studies.”  
—John T. Matthews, Boston University
Georgia Odyssey
James C. Cobb
Second edition
Published in association with the Georgia Humanities Council
An essential text for students and scholars. Historian James C. Cobb, a Georgia native, debunks familiar myths and reveals new insights in his interpretation of the state’s complex past.

“Our state capitol has been the scene of some of the most significant developments in Georgia’s past, and Crimmins and Farrisee have seamlessly woven into the building’s history the many political and social dramas enacted in and around its hallowed halls. As rich historically as it is stunning visually, it is hard to imagine another state capitol history that succeeds as well on both fronts.” —John C. Inscoe, University of Georgia

Democracy Restored
A History of the Georgia State Capitol
Timothy J. Crimmins and Anne H. Farrisee
Featuring Photographs by Diane Kirkland
Published in association with the Georgia Humanities Council
“Our state capitol has been the scene of some of the most significant developments in Georgia’s past, and Crimmins and Farrisee have seamlessly woven into the building’s history the many political and social dramas enacted in and around its hallowed halls. As rich historically as it is stunning visually, it is hard to imagine another state capitol history that succeeds as well on both fronts.” —John C. Inscoe, University of Georgia

Mulattas and Mestizas
Representing Mixed Identities in the Americas, 1850–2000
Suzanne Bost
“Bost’s ability to critique so large a range of literature on several analytical fronts is impressive, making her work enormously useful to historians of race and gender in the Americas.”
—Journal of Southern History
“This is a brave and admirable study that attempts to address in a serious and systematic way the cultural repercussions of racial mixture.” —Rafael Perez-Torres, American Literary History
Politics in Georgia
Arnold Fleischmann and Carol Pierannunzi
Second edition

A thorough, up-to-date resource on Georgia's dynamic political system, Politics in Georgia uses a comparative framework to examine four major topics: the foundations of contemporary Georgia politics, political participation, major political institutions, and selected public policies.

"By updating their book so that it explores the consequences of the first partisan change since Reconstruction, Fleischmann and Pierannunzi have rejuvenated their authoritative text on Georgia politics."
—Charles S. Bullock III, Richard B. Russell Professor of Political Science, University of Georgia

392 pp.
41 tables  |  19 figures
2907-9 $22.95 paper
SPECIAL $16.07
2906-2 $59.95 unj. cloth
SPECIAL $41.97

Prophet from Plains
Jimmy Carter and His Legacy
Frye Gaillard
Foreword by David C. Carter

"Without pretending to be a comprehensive biography, Prophet from Plains provides an engaging, deeply informed account and interpretation of Jimmy Carter’s presidency and his myriad pursuits in the decades since he left office."
—William Martin, author of A Prophet with Honor: The Billy Graham Story

144 pp.
2914-7 $19.95 cloth
SPECIAL $13.97

Highbrows, Hillbillies, and Hellfire
Public Entertainment in Atlanta, 1880–1930
Steve Goodson

Winner of the 2003 Malcolm Bell, Jr. and Muriel Barrow Bell Award for best book in Georgia history

“Goodson’s study of amusements in Atlanta during this period provides a fresh perspective on the city’s movement toward modernity. . . . The book is a major contribution to the history of amusements, the history of Atlanta, and the history of the New South.”—Journal of Southern History

272 pp.
8 b&w photos
2930-7 $19.95 paper
SPECIAL $13.97
Ernest Vandiver, Governor of Georgia
Harold Paulk Henderson

Harold Paulk Henderson tells the full story of Vandiver’s political career, including his work in the 1940s and ’50s as a stalwart of the Talmadge faction; his reign as governor, during which he not only oversaw school desegregation but fought government corruption and mismanagement; his short-lived 1966 gubernatorial campaign; and his unsuccessful U.S. Senate bid in 1972.

“A useful study of a contentious and important era in the history of Georgia and the South.”—Journal of American History

The Law of the White Circle
A Novel
Thornwell Jacobs

Foreword by W. Fitzhugh Brundage
Supplementary readings by Paul Stephen Hudson, Walter White, and W. E. B. Du Bois

“The lasting significance of Jacobs's novella was not its critical and popular success—it enjoyed a measure of both—but its stark and concise encapsulation of a white worldview that today is, thankfully, seldom heard in public. By reading The Law of the White Circle, we can understand better the mind-set of the architects of Jim Crow as well as its defenders during the 1950s and 1960s.”
—W. Fitzhugh Brundage, from the foreword

The Pussycat of Prizefighting
Tiger Flowers and the Politics of Black Celebrity
Andrew M. Kaye

In 1926 Theodore “Tiger” Flowers became the first African American boxer to win the world middleweight title. Andrew M. Kaye uses the details of Flowers’s life and career to discuss a wide range of still-relevant issues related to race, sports, and celebrity culture.

“By not dragging readers into a punch-by-punch narrative of the career of the Georgia-born Tiger Flowers, Kaye offers a well-conceived design of what the black athlete experience can tell us, particularly in terms of regional and national racial conventions. Kaye makes an important shift away from a standard historical chronology to complicate the era between the prototype bad Negro Jack Johnson and the exemplar of Negro uplift Joe Louis.”
—Journal of American History
The Leo Frank Case
Leonard Dinnerstein
Revised edition

“The author’s thorough research, his careful organization of the findings, his cautious and dispassionate appraisal presented in lean and readable prose, all combine to inspire confidence that historians now have as nearly as they shall ever have the complete account of this tragedy.” —Journal of American History

Lowcountry Hurricanes
Three Centuries of Storms at Sea and Ashore
Walter J. Fraser Jr.
A Wormsloe Foundation Publication

“Walter Fraser has assembled an intriguing record of lowcountry hurricane history. It serves as a reminder of how vulnerable our coastal communities really are.”
—Jay Barnes, author of Florida’s Hurricane History and North Carolina’s Hurricane History

Do, Die, or Get Along
A Tale of Two Appalachian Towns
Peter Crow

Weaving together voices of twenty-six people from two neighboring towns in the southwestern Virginia coal country, the book tells how a confrontational “do-or-die” past has given way to a “get-along” present built on coalition and guarded hope. The story of Dante and St. Paul, Crow writes, “gives twenty-first-century meaning to the idea of the good fight.”
The Leader and the Crowd
Democracy in American Public Discourse, 1880–1941
Daria Frezza, Translated by Martha King
Winner of the 2002 Willi Paul Adams Foreign Language Book Prize of the Organization of American Historians

“In this original approach to the transformation of democratic thought in the early twentieth century, Frezza probes the meaning of the public voice for the exercise of citizenship. This is an impressive and insightful book that captures the changing significance of the crowd as it manifested itself in public spaces and political life. It is an important contribution both to intellectual history and to the history of the social sciences.”
—Alice Kessler-Harris, author of Gendering Labor History

Sound Wormy
Memoir of Andrew Gennett, Lumberman
Andrew Gennett
Edited by Nicole Hayler
Foreword and Afterword by John Alger

“In addition to capturing the economic, social, and political turmoil of the time, Gennett’s memoir also documents his own personal struggle with his involvement in the timber industry and his interest in protecting the forests through conservation. . . . [A]n important contribution to the environmental and cultural history of the region.”
—Virginia Quarterly Review

Reading Southern Poverty between the Wars, 1918–1939
Edited by Richard Godden and Martin Crawford

“Offers a useful interpretive model for understanding several different expressions of southern interwar culture. It is particularly pleasing to see a collection of essays on southern history and culture that draws equally upon innovative work being done in literary studies and cultural history, two fields that often have gone their separate ways.”
—Alex Lichtenstein, Rice University
The Creation-Evolution Debate
*Historical Perspectives*

**Edward J. Larson**, winner of the Pulitzer Prize for *Summer for the Gods*

Foreword by **Mitchell Reddish**

“In these sprightly lectures the distinguished historian of science Larson introduces us to the nineteenth-century debates over Darwinism, the Scopes trial, the rising tide of ‘Intelligent Design,’ and the declining beliefs of scientists. If you don’t have the time or inclination to read the shelves of works on these topics, this excellent little book is your salvation.”

—Ronald L. Numbers, University of Wisconsin-Madison

88 pp.
3106-5 $18.95 paper
SPECIAL $13.27
Available June 2008

Eugene Bullard, Black Expatriate in Jazz-Age Paris

**Craig Lloyd**, with a new preface by the author

This complete biography of the first African American fighter pilot offers a fascinating look at an extraordinary man who lived on his own terms.

“This rich, vibrant story of one individual’s life, part of both African American and French history, will take its place alongside the numerous biographies of Josephine Baker, Bricktop’s memoirs, and Langston Hughes’s *The Big Sea* as a study of African American life in Jazz Age Paris.”—Tyler Stovall, author of *Paris Noir*

248 pp.
12 b&w photos
2818-8 $19.95 paper
SPECIAL $13.97

The Protestant Voice in American Pluralism

**Martin E. Marty**

“An extremely valuable contribution to the conversation about interpretations of U.S. religion. Not since Edwin S. Gaustad’s *Religion in America: History and Historiography* (1973) has there been a short volume that provides as helpful an overview of the field. This is essential reading for all scholars of American religious history.”

—*Catholic Historical Review*

96 pp.
2861-4 $16.95 paper
SPECIAL $11.87
Caribbean and Southern Transnational Perspectives on the U.S. South
Edited by Helen A. Regis

Ranging across the colonial and postcolonial eras of the American South and the Caribbean, the six essays in this volume take a fresh look at the regions’ transnational linkages. With their focus on border zones, hybridity, and creolization, the essays challenge our notions about the cultural and economic trajectories of the African diaspora in this part of the world.

164 pp.  
2 b&w photos  |  4 maps  
2832-4 $19.95 paper  
SPECIAL $13.97  
2831-7 $39.95 unj. cloth  
SPECIAL $27.97

The Simple Life
Plain Living and High Thinking in American Culture
David E. Shi, with a revised introduction and epilogue

From Puritans and Quakers to Boy Scouts and hippies, our quest for the simple life is an enduring, complex tradition in American culture. Looking across more than three centuries of want and prosperity, war and peace, Shi introduces a rich cast of practitioners and proponents of the simple life, among them Thomas Jefferson, Henry David Thoreau, Jane Addams, Scott and Helen Nearing, and Jimmy Carter.

344 pp.  
2975-8 $22.95 paper  
SPECIAL $16.07

Judgment and Grace in Dixie
Southern Faiths from Faulkner to Elvis
Charles Reagan Wilson, with a new preface by the author  
Photographs by Tom Rankin and Susan B. Lee

As he traces the development and meaning of popular religion and pop culture, Wilson ranges widely across a spiritual landscape rich in iconic accumulations of people, places, events, and artifacts—church fans and Elvis Presley memorabilia, the paintings of Howard Finster and the songs of Hank Williams, the Scopes trial and the death of Bear Bryant.

“Eclectic and suggestive . . . A book that intersects provocatively with the work of scholars such as Colleen McDannell, Ted Ownby, and Lawrence Levine on material culture, religion, and consumerism.”  
—Church History
The United States and the Americas
Lester D. Langley, Series Editor

This series is dedicated to a broader understanding of the political, economic, and especially cultural forces and issues that have shaped the Western Hemispheric experience—its governments and its peoples. Individual volumes assess relations between the United States and its neighbors to the south and north.

Paraguay and the United States
Distant Allies
Frank O. Mora and Jerry W. Cooney

Ranging from the 1840s through the early twenty-first century, this study fills significant gaps in our understanding of Paraguayan-U.S. relations. Mora and Cooney tell how an initially rocky beginning between the two countries gave way to a calmer period during which the United States backed Paraguay’s territorial claims against its neighbors, prospects grew brighter for American entrepreneurs, and Paraguay embraced Pan-Americanism.

Ecuador and the United States
Useful Strangers
Ronn Pineo

A revealing case study of how a small, determined country has exploited its marginal status when dealing with a global superpower. Ranging from Ecuador’s struggle for independence in the 1820s and 1830s to the present day, the book examines the misunderstandings, tensions, and—from the U.S. perspective—often unintended consequences that have sometimes arisen in relations between the two countries.

Canada and the United States
Ambivalent Allies
John Herd Thompson and Stephen J. Randall
Fourth edition

“An important book that promises to become the standard in the field... The reader is rewarded with a fair and insightful historical perspective of the complex North American relationship.”
—Journal of American History
Also in the United States and the Americas series

**America and the Americas**
The United States in the Western Hemisphere  
*Lester D. Langley*  
336 pp. | 1 map  
1104-3 $24.95 paper SPECIAL $17.47

**Central America and the United States**
The Search for Stability  
*Thomas M. Leonard*  
264 pp.  
1321-4 $22.95 paper SPECIAL $16.07  
1320-7 $55.00 cloth SPECIAL $38.50

**Chile and the United States**
Empires in Conflict  
*William F. Sater*  
336 pp. | 1 map  
1250-7 $22.95 paper SPECIAL $16.07

**Panama and the United States**
The Forced Alliance  
*Second edition*  
*M. L. Conniff*  
216 pp. | 1 map  
2348-0 $22.95 paper SPECIAL $16.07

**Haiti and the United States**
The Psychological Moment  
*Brenda Gayle Plummer*  
320 pp. | 1 map  
2382-4 $24.95 paper SPECIAL $17.47

**Colombia and the United States**
Hegemony and Interdependence  
*Stephen J. Randall*  
344 pp. | 4 maps  
1402-0 $22.95 paper SPECIAL $16.07

**Venezuela and the United States**
From Monroe’s Hemisphere to Petroleum’s Empire  
*Judith Ewell*  
280 pp.  
1783-0 $22.95 paper SPECIAL $16.07  
1782-3 $55.00 cloth SPECIAL $38.50

**Mexico and the United States**
Ambivalent Vistas  
*Third edition*  
*W. Dirk Raat*  
296 pp. | 1 b&w photo | 9 maps  
2595-8 $22.95 paper SPECIAL $16.07

**The Dominican Republic and the United States**
From Imperialism to Transnationalism  
*G. Pope Atkins and Larman C. Wilson*  
312 pp.  
1931-5 $22.95 paper SPECIAL $16.07

**Cuba and the United States**
Ties of Singular Intimacy  
*Third edition*  
*Louis A. Perez Jr.*  
336 pp. | 6 illus. figures  
2483-8 $22.95 paper SPECIAL $16.07

**Bolivia and the United States**
A Limited Partnership  
*Kenneth D. Lehman*  
320 pp. | 2 maps  
2116-5 $22.95 paper SPECIAL $16.07

**Peru and the United States**
The Condor and the Eagle  
*Lawrence A. Clayton*  
376 pp.  
2025-0 $22.95 paper SPECIAL $16.07

**Argentina and the United States**
An Alliance Contained  
*David M. K. Sheinin*  
304 pp.  
2809-6 $22.95 paper SPECIAL $16.07  
2808-9 $59.95 cloth SPECIAL $38.50

**Brazil and the United States**
Forthcoming
The Spirit of the Laws
Alan Watson, Series Editor

The Spirit of the Laws series illuminates the nature of legal systems throughout the world. Titles in the series are concerned less with the rules of the law and more with the relationships of the laws in each system with religion and moral perspectives; the degree of complexity and abstraction; classifications; attitudes to possible sources of law; authority; and values enshrined in law.

The Spirit of International Law
David J. Bederman

As our society becomes more global, international law is taking on an increasingly significant role, not only in world politics but also in the affairs of a striking array of individuals, enterprises, and institutions. In this comprehensive study, David J. Bederman focuses on international law as a current, practical means of regulating and influencing international behavior. Distilling the essence of international law, this volume is a lively, broad, thematic summation of its structure, characteristics, and main features.

296 pp.
2873-7 $22.95 paper
SPECIAL $16.07

The Spirit of Japanese Law
John Owen Haley

The Spirit of Japanese Law focuses on the century following the Meiji Constitution, Japan’s initial reception of continental European law. As John Owen Haley traces the features of contemporary Japanese law and its principal actors, distinctive patterns emerge. Of these none is more ubiquitous than what he refers to as the law’s “communitarian orientation.” Haley concludes with constitutional cases that help explain the endurance of community in contemporary Japan.

280 pp.
2887-4 $24.95 paper
SPECIAL $17.47
The Spirit of Islamic Law
Bernard G. Weiss

The fifth book in Georgia’s Spirit of the Laws series, *The Spirit of Islamic Law* outlines the prominent features of Muslim juristic thought. This study focuses on a Muslim legal science known in Arabic as *usul al-fiqh*. Whereas the kindred science of *fiqh* is concerned with the articulation of actual rules of law, this science elaborates the theoretical and methodological foundations of the law.

Also in the Spirit of the Laws series

The Spirit of Traditional Chinese Law
Geoffrey MacCormack
280 pp.
1722-9 $45.00 cloth SPECIAL $31.50

The Spirit of Biblical Law
Calum Carmichael
264 pp.
1845-5 $35.00 cloth SPECIAL $24.50

The Spirit of Classical Canon Law
R. H. Helmholz
528 pp.
1821-9 $60.00 cloth SPECIAL $42.00
The Plain and Noble Garb of Truth
Nationalism and Impartiality in American Historical Writing, 1784–1860
Eileen Ka-May Cheng

“Cheng’s thorough and persuasive account of our nation’s first historians will remind today’s historians and their readers of how much we owe to the founding fathers of our profession. Writing before university seminars and graduate degrees became initiation rites of scholars, the first historians nevertheless displayed the hallmarks of professionalism: a concern for accuracy, a demand that history begin with documentary sources, and perhaps a quality which many academic historians have forgotten—the desire that their histories speak to all educated Americans. Cheng proves that we can still learn about and from these historians.”
—Peter Charles Hoffer, author of *Past Imperfect*

The Other War of 1812
The Patriot War and the American Invasion of Spanish East Florida
James G. Cusick

Winner of the 2004 James J. Horgan Prize from the Florida Historical Society

 “[Cusick] has done a great job of bringing in both Spanish- and English-language sources, something that many Americanists are unwilling or unable to do. In this sense Cusick is both rescuing and blazing a path for American diplomatic, political, and military history. . . . This is a strong book that updates and reevaluates an important chapter in southern, American, and borderlands history.”
—*Journal of American History*

Entrepreneurs in the Southern Upcountry
Commercial Culture in Spartanburg, South Carolina, 1845–1880
Bruce W. Eelman

Counter to the view that the Civil War and Reconstruction alone brought social and economic revolution to the South, Eelman finds that ante-bellum Spartanburg businessmen advocated a comprehensive vision for modernizing their region.

 “[This] is well written, impressively researched, and advances an important argument about continuity in the mid-nineteenth-century South’s outlook on capitalism and social progress. It will find a ready audience among historians interested in the South, the nineteenth century, and the U. S. economy.”
—Frank Towers, author of *The Urban South and the Coming of the Civil War*
**Greenbackers, Knights of Labor, and Populists**  
*Farmer-Labor Insurgency in the Late-Nineteenth-Century South*  
Matthew Hild  

Historians have widely studied the late-nineteenth-century southern agrarian revolts. Much work has also been done on southern labor insurrections of the same period. However, says Matthew Hild, historians have given only minimal consideration to the convergence of these movements.

“With his attention sharply focused on farmer-labor political cooperation at local, state, and national levels—from Greenbackers through the Populists and Progressives—Hild’s book is a prodigious feat of scholarship. He is a shrewd guide through a complex story, as well as a perceptive analyst of the impediments of class and race and of the fraud and violence that bedeviled the popular insurgencies.”  
—Sheldon Hackney, University of Pennsylvania

**The Big Tent**  
*The Traveling Circus in Georgia, 1820–1930*  
Gregory J. Renoff  

“Although the circus has become, in recent years, an important scholarly subject, few works have approached the circus through a regional lens. This book will make significant contributions to the fields of cultural and social history, American studies, theatre history, business history, and will have special appeal to historians of the Civil War and Reconstruction and southern history more generally.”  
—Janet Davis, author of *The Circus Age*
Environmental History and the American South

Paul Sutter, Series Editor

The field of environmental history has exploded during the last two decades, but the American South has largely been bypassed by this boom. This series seeks to correct that neglect by exploring the critical importance of human-environmental interactions to the history and culture of the region. We aim to show how attention to environmental topics necessarily enriches our understanding of southern history and identity, and how a focus on southern topics promises to reshape the broader field of environmental history. The series not only situates environmental history within the American South, broadly defined, but also connects the region to local, national, and transnational scales of analysis.

Series Advisory Board

Judith Carney
University of California, Los Angeles

Ari Kelman
University of California, Davis

Shepard Krech III
Brown University

Mart A. Stewart
Western Washington University

Pharsalia
An Environmental Biography of a Southern Plantation, 1780–1880
Lynn A. Nelson
Foreword by Paul S. Sutter

“Nelson has given us a wonderful case study of southern agricultural practices during the nineteenth century. His ‘biography’ of Pharsalia, a plantation in upland Virginia, is in every sense a life story not only of planters and slaves but also of the crops, weeds, livestock, and other organisms that inhabited the land for nearly a hundred years. Exhaustively researched and quietly provocative, this important book should find a wide audience among scholars interested in the South, the environment, agriculture, or antebellum slavery.”
—Timothy Silver, author of A New Face on the Countryside

328 pp.
12 b&w photos | 4 maps
2627-6 $39.95 cloth
SPECIAL $27.97

Forthcoming in the Environmental History and the American South series

Marjory Stoneman Douglas, the Everglades, and the American Environmental Century
Jack E. Davis
Available Fall 2008

Spirits of the Sky
Birds and American Indians in the South
Shepard Krech III
Available Spring 2009

(Titles and dates tentative)
Diehard Rebels
*The Confederate Culture of Invincibility*
Jason Phillips

“A major contribution to the history of the Confederacy and the history of Southern culture. It offers an important corrective to the hindsight perspective that portrays an irreversible slide down the slippery slope of demoralization and defeat after the twin defeats at Gettysburg and Vicksburg.”
—James McPherson, author of *This Mighty Scourge*

“Phillips persuasively answers a Civil War mystery. Why did so many Confederates doggedly keep fighting when any rational observer would have recognized looming defeat? . . . Every Civil War student, both the professional and lay reader, will find *Diehard Rebels* highly moving and tragic.”
—Bertram Wyatt-Brown, author of *The Shaping of Southern Culture*

On Harper’s Trail
*Roland McMillan Harper, Pioneering Botanist of the Southern Coastal Plain*
Elizabeth Findley Shores

“Although often overlooked, Roland Harper was a significant botanist, and this biography brings him the attention he deserves. In this thoroughly researched study, Shores makes an important contribution, illuminating much about botany in the Southeast, ecology, eugenics, and the history of Georgia, Alabama, and Florida. This book should appeal to botanists, historians of science, and many general readers.”
—Lester D. Stephens, Professor Emeritus of History, University of Georgia

Nature’s Management
*Writings on Landscape and Reform, 1822–1859*
Edmund Ruffin
Edited by Jack Temple Kirby

History remembers Edmund Ruffin as one of the South's most aggressive “fire-eaters.” However, Kirby presents a portrait of an innovative, progressive agronomist and pioneering conservationist who recognized our need to improve agriculture and to protect nature.
Berry Benson’s Civil War Book
*Memoirs of a Confederate Scout and Sharpshooter*
Berry Benson
Edited by Susan Williams Benson
New introduction by Edward J. Cashin

Confederate scout and sharpshooter Berry Greenwood Benson witnessed the first shot fired on Fort Sumter, retreated with Lee’s army to its surrender at Appomattox Courthouse, and missed little of the action in between. Benson distinguished himself as a crack shot, natural leader, and sure judge of human nature. Energetic and unconventional to the end, Berry Benson remains a fascinating figure to this day. This new edition features an extended biographical introduction by Edward J. Cashin.

Reminiscences of My Life in Camp
*An African American Woman’s Civil War Memoir*
Susie King Taylor
Introduction by Catherine Clinton

“Taylor’s experiences, as Clinton explains in her typically clear and elegant language, provide interesting windows into the special burdens and opportunities afforded black women in the Civil War. An extremely well done introductory essay.”
—John David Smith, University of North Carolina at Charlotte

But There Was No Peace
*The Role of Violence in the Politics of Reconstruction*
George C. Rable, with a new preface by the author

A comprehensive examination of the use of violence by conservative southerners in the post–Civil War South to subvert Federal Reconstruction policies, overthrow Republican state governments, restore Democratic power, and reestablish white racial hegemony.

“Rable has done a prodigious amount of digging in the sources. . . . A useful guide to the grimmer side of Reconstruction history.”
—*Journal of American History*
Hell’s Broke Loose in Georgia
Survival in a Civil War Regiment
Scott Walker

“A penetrating look at the inner world and lives of men who marched, ate, slept, fought, and died together. Not so much a unit history as a ‘family’ portrait of men bound by the war, Walker’s book offers a glimpse of the personality and inner world of almost all Civil War units, North and South alike. This is the part of regimental history that too many regimental historians overlook.”
—William C. Davis, Virginia Center for Civil War Studies
Studies in the Legal History of the South

Paul Finkelman and Timothy S. Huebner, Series Editors

This series explores the ways in which law has affected the development of the southern United States and, in turn, the ways the history of the South has affected the development of American law. Each volume in the series focuses on a specific aspect of the law, such as slave law or civil rights legislation, or on a broader topic of historical significance to the development of the legal system in the region, such as issues of constitutional history and of law and society, comparative analyses with other legal systems, and biographical studies of influential southern jurists and lawyers.

Double Character
Slavery and Mastery in the Antebellum Southern Courtroom
Ariela J. Gross

“A fascinating journey inside slave trials of the antebellum Deep South . . . Gross weaves an intricate tale, and, unusually for some historians, her methodology is fully articulated on both the statistical and historiographical planes. . . . It is a pleasure to read a legal history that fuses hard statistical data to sophisticated intellectual and cultural history arguments, while maintaining the readability that allows non-lawyers access to the technical side of courtrooms.”
—Sally E. Hadden, Reviews in American History

280 pp.
17 b&w photos
2860-7 $22.95 paper
SPECIAL $16.07

Forthcoming in the Studies in the Legal History of the South series

Policing the Color Line
Southern Justices on Miscegenation in the Antebellum Will Contest
Bernie D. Jones
Available Fall 2008
(Title and date tentative)

Also in the Studies in the Legal History of the South series

Origins of the Dred Scott Case
Jacksonian Jurisprudence and the Supreme Court, 1837–1857
Austin Allen
288 pp.
2842-3 $22.95 paper
SPECIAL $16.07

The Reconstruction of Southern Debtors
Bankruptcy after the Civil War
Elizabeth Lee Thompson
304 pp.
15 maps
2624-5 $39.95 cloth
SPECIAL $27.97

Gateway to Justice
The Juvenile Court and Progressive Child Welfare in a Southern City
Jennifer Trost
224 pp.
2671-9 $19.95 paper
SPECIAL $13.97
2664-1 $49.95 unj. cloth
SPECIAL $34.96
Studies in the Legal History of the South series cont’d

**The Legal Ideology of Removal**
The Southern Judiciary and the Sovereignty of Native American Nations
Tim Alan Garrison
336 pp.
2212-4 $39.95 cloth
SPECIAL $27.96

**Defending Constitutional Rights**
Frank M. Johnson
Edited by Tony A. Freyer
224 pp.
2285-8 $45.00 cloth
SPECIAL $31.50

**Local Matters**
Race, Crime, and Justice in the Nineteenth-Century South
Edited by Christopher Waldrep and Donald G. Nieman
264 pp.
2247-6 $50.00 cloth
SPECIAL $35.00

**The Southern Judicial Tradition**
State Judges and Sectional Distinctiveness, 1790–1890
Timothy S. Huebner
280 pp. | 8 b&w photos
2101-1 $45.00 cloth
SPECIAL $31.50

**An Inquiry into the Law of Negro Slavery in the United States of America**
Thomas R. R. Cobb
Introduction by Paul Finkelman
616 pp.
2127-1 $65.00 cloth
SPECIAL $45.50

**Free to Work**
Labor Law, Emancipation, and Reconstruction, 1815–1880
James D. Schmidt
352 pp.
2034-2 $53.00 cloth
SPECIAL $37.10

**Craftsmanship and Character**
Harold M. Hyman
680 pp. | 48 b&w photos
1973-5 $60.00 cloth
SPECIAL $42.00

**The Trial of Democracy**
Black Suffrage and Northern Republicans, 1860–1910
Xi Wang
480 pp. | 18 b&w photos
1837-0 $58.00 cloth
SPECIAL $40.60

**States’ Laws on Race and Color**
Pauli Murray
Introduction by Davison M. Douglas
776 pp.
1883-7 $65.00 cloth
SPECIAL $45.50

**The Great South Carolina Ku Klux Klan Trials, 1871–1872**
Lou Falkner Williams
224 pp. | 8 b&w photos | 1 map
2659-7 $22.95 paper
SPECIAL $16.07

**Federal Law and Southern Order**
Racial Violence and Constitutional Conflict in the Post-Brown South
Michal R. Belknap
424 pp. | 14 b&w photos
1735-9 $20.00 paper
SPECIAL $14.00

**From Maverick to Mainstream**
Cumberland School of Law, 1847–1997
David J. Langum and Howard P. Walthall
336 pp. | 35 b&w photos
1892-9 $35.00 cloth
SPECIAL $24.50
Joseph Hopkins Twichell
The Life and Times of Mark Twain’s Closest Friend
Steve Courtney

“Courtney shows that there is much more to be made of Joseph Hopkins Twichell than his relationship with Twain and that there is a great deal of interest for readers outside the world of Twain studies. Twichell was a kind of real-life, nineteenth-century Zelig, turning up in all sorts of interesting places.”—Andrew Walsh, Trinity College

“Courtney’s book is well researched, illuminating, and a pleasure to read—sprightly, engaging. It is a significant biography of an overlooked but important figure. It should be of interest not only to recorders of Hartford but to Twain critics, religious studies scholars, and cultural historians.”—Leland Krauth, author of Mark Twain & Company

Henry Adams and the Southern Question
Michael O’Brien

“O’Brien—the foremost intellectual historian of the South—is a warm, if critical, admirer of Adams’s famous memoir, The Education of Henry Adams. O’Brien is also a painstaking familial and cultural historian and a marvelous stylist. His book is a joy to read. It illuminates Adams’s complex, and changing, relation to the South and uncovers the rich layers of meaning which ‘the South’ can acquire for a person nurtured in an apparently contrary culture.”—William Dusinberre, author of Henry Adams: The Myth of Failure

Romancing the Vote
Feminist Activism in American Fiction, 1870–1920
Leslie Petty

“Artfully traces the development of American women’s activist feminist fiction from the subtle subversion of the sentimental romance to the middlebrow modernism of New Woman fiction. This book adds an important literary dimension to our understanding of American women’s political and reform history.”—Ellen Carol DuBois, coauthor of Through Women’s Eyes
**Rafael Carrera and the Emergence of the Republic of Guatemala, 1821–1871**

*Ralph Lee Woodward Jr.*

Woodward explains the political, social, economic, and cultural circumstances that preceded and then facilitated Carrera’s ascendancy and also shows how Carrera in turn fomented changes that persisted long after his death and far beyond the borders of Guatemala. This monumental, revisionist narrative provides the most balanced and detailed account to date of Carrera’s times and of his conservative legacy.

648 pp.
3 maps
3065-5 $34.95 paper
SPECIAL $24.47

---

**The Diary of Dolly Lunt Burge, 1848–1879**

*Dolly Lunt Burge*  
*Edited by Christine Jacobson Carter*

The compelling story of an ordinary woman rising to meet extraordinary challenges in nineteenth-century Georgia, Dolly Lunt Burge’s full life was remarkable for the range of roles she filled and the variety of her experiences.

“Carter’s edition is distinguished by a solid introduction that places the diary entries into context and, more important, fills in the gaps in Dolly’s story. She has also provided notes that clarify many of the references in the diary, a tribute to careful archival work.”

—*Journal of American History*

316 pp.
21 b&w photos
2859-1 $24.95 paper
SPECIAL $17.47
The Publications of the Southern Texts Society
David S. Shields, Series Editor

The Southern Texts Society is dedicated to the identification, editing, and publication of a series of book-length collections of manuscripts or rare printed materials that are important to understanding the culture of the American South and its expressive life. This series is supported in part by a generous grant from the Watson-Brown Foundation.

Series Advisory Board
Richard J. M. Blackett
Vanderbilt University
Susan V. Donaldson
College of William and Mary
David Moltke-Hansen
Historical Society of Pennsylvania
Fred Hobson
University of North Carolina
Anne Goodwyn Jones
University of Mississippi
Steven M. Stowe
Indiana University

In Black and White
An Interpretation of the South
Lily Hardy Hammond
Edited by Elna C. Green

“By bringing the work of Lily H. Hammond back into print with a splendid introduction, Green adds a new dimension to what historians have begun to call the ‘long civil rights movement.’”
—Anne Firor Scott, Duke University

“In Black and White has been the starting point for historians working on race and gender in the South, but Hammond herself has remained a mystery . . . until now. Green recaptures the lost context of social welfare and interracial work that animated Hammond’s book and gives us a sensitive account of her life. Finally, Hammond gets her due, and students can discover the complex world of women’s interracial activism that the triumph of white supremacy in the early twentieth century erased.”
—Glenda Gilmore, Peter V. and C. Vann Woodward Professor of History, Yale University

Mary Telfair to Mary Few
Selected Letters, 1802–1844
Mary Telfair
Edited by Betty Wood

“This collection’s richness lies in the unparalleled length of its view. Mary Telfair’s letters to her close friend show how the interests and activities of one privileged woman changed and evolved over time, as religion and family responsibilities loomed ever larger.”
—Jane Turner Censer, author of The Reconstruction of White Southern Womanhood, 1865–1895
**Princes of Cotton**  
*Four Diaries of Young Men in the South, 1848–1860*  
Edited by Stephen Berry

“Berry’s presentation of the diaries of four young southern men joins a growing and rich literature on southern masculinities. . . . With an introduction and epilogue that are at once wonderfully imagined and beautifully written, *Princes of Cotton* raises important questions about the multivariate ways in which men conceptualized honor, mastery, and themselves.”
—Craig T. Friend, North Carolina State University

**Shared Histories**  
*Transatlantic Letters between Virginia Dickinson Reynolds and Her Daughter, Virginia Potter, 1929–1966*  
Edited by Angela Potter

Separated for most of their adult lives, Reynolds and her daughter, Potter, wrote to each other for nearly forty years. Filled with unguarded reflections on current events, fashion, food, travel, domestic life, leisure, and the upheaval of war this is the first known published collection of letters to include correspondence between civilian family members on both sides of the Atlantic during World War II.

**Also in the Publications of the Southern Texts Society series**

**The Correspondence of Sarah Morgan and Francis Warrington Dawson, with Selected Editorials Written by Sarah Morgan for the Charleston News and Courier**  
Edited by Giselle Roberts

344 pp. | 11 b&w photos  
2591-0 $39.95 cloth SPECIAL $27.97

**A DuBose Heyward Reader**  
Edited and with an Introduction by James M. Hutchison

344 pp. | 1 b&w photo  
2485-2 $19.95 paper SPECIAL $13.97  
2468-5 $39.95 unj. cloth SPECIAL $27.97

**To Find My Own Peace**  
*Grace King in Her Journals, 1886–1910*  
Edited by Melissa Walker Heidari

296 pp. | 14 b&w photos  
2565-1 $39.95 cloth SPECIAL $27.97
Emphasizing comparative and transnational approaches, the series focuses on the development of, and challenges to, racialized inequality in Atlantic culture, with a particular focus on the Americas. Books in the series explore the evolving meanings of race, slavery, and nation; African identity formation across the Atlantic world; and struggles over emancipation and its aftermath.

Series Advisory Board

Edward Baptist
Cornell University

Christopher Brown
Columbia University

Vincent Carretta
University of Maryland

Laurent Dubois
Duke University

Douglas Egerton
LeMoyne College

Leslie Harris
Emory University

Joanne Pope Melish
University of Kentucky

Sue Peabody
Washington State University, Vancouver

Erik Seeman
State University of New York, Buffalo

John Stauffer
Harvard University

The Hanging of Angélique
The Untold Story of Canadian Slavery and the Burning of Old Montréal
Afua Cooper

During the night of April 10, 1734, Montréal burned. Marie-Joseph Angélique, a twenty-nine-year-old slave, was arrested, tried, and found guilty of starting the blaze. Cooper draws on extensive trial records that offer, in Angélique’s own words, a detailed portrait of her life and a sense of what slavery was like in Canada at the time.

“The Cooper connects Angélique’s fate with the wide world of Atlantic, American, and Canadian slavery, and with the intimate world of the household where Angélique worked. An enthralling and important tale.”—Natalie Zemon Davis, author of The Return of Martin Guerre
Evangelism and Resistance in the Black Atlantic, 1760–1835
Cedrick May

“May skilfully advances our knowledge of 18th- and 19th-century African and African American writers and institution builders. Cogently contending that these writers have been ignored largely because their black Christian piety has been discounted or misread, May shows how each spearheaded decisive movements for black liberation, education, and religious equality. May tells an engrossing story of these authors’ intertextuality, underscoring that the ‘black transatlantic’ formed a small world and a powerful network.”
—Joycelyn Moody, University of Texas at San Antonio

Atlantic Loyalties
Americans in Spanish West Florida, 1785–1810
Andrew McMichael

“A powerful argument for writing borderlands history from the ground up, concentrating on what actually happened in a given place and fitting that place into an Atlantic framework . . . In this pathbreaking study, McMichael shows that government in the Baton Rouge district of West Florida was enlightened and mild and that Anglo settlers, whose allegiance was more practical than patriotic, were content to live under Spanish law as long as Spain was able to grant lands and protect property.”
—Amy Turner Bushnell, author of Situado and Sabana

“The Atlantic Loyalties is the finest book written on the southern borderlands. . . . This is a revolutionary book that moves easily between the local and the international, revealing the shifting loyalties and abiding self-interest of the settlers.”
—Virginia Meacham Gould, editor of Chained to the Rock of Adversity

The Formation of a Planter Elite
Jonathan Bryan and the Southern Colonial Frontier
Alan Gallay, winner of the Bancroft Prize for The Indian Slave Trade

With a new preface by the author

Through the career of a remarkable individual—which spanned the founding of Georgia, the Revolution, and the birth of the new republic—Gallay chronicles the rise of the plantation slavery system in the colonial South.

“Gallay provides useful insight into the overmighty subjects that stalked the periphery of the eighteenth-century British empire.”
—T. H. Breen, Journal of American History
**Blue Coat or Powdered Wig**
*Free People of Color in Pre-Revolutionary Saint Domingue*
**Stewart R. King**

“Grounded in extensive research in the rich notarial records of Saint Domingue, Blue Coat or Powdered Wig tells a fascinating story of people of African descent who, in the face of racial discrimination and within the confines of America’s richest plantation colony, become successful landowners, merchants, and officers. In the process, the book paints a vivid portrait of a society on the verge of revolution.”

—Laurent Dubois, author of *A Colony of Citizens*

344 pp.
3 maps | 1 family tree
3029-7 $24.95 paper
SPECIAL $17.47

---

**Georgia’s Frontier Women**
*Female Fortunes in a Southern Colony*
**Ben Marsh**

Winner of the 2008 Malcolm Bell, Jr. and Muriel Barrow Bell Award for best book in Georgia history

“Marsh’s evocatively written examination of female experience in early Georgia restores women to their rightful role as principal players in the transformation of early Georgia into a southern slave society. It is a startlingly fresh look at a surprisingly complicated place with important implications for our understanding of plantation worlds. Georgia’s Frontier Women significantly advances our understanding of both women in eighteenth-century British America and also Georgia’s uneven settlement and early development.”

—Trevor Graeme Burnard, author of *Mastery, Tyranny, and Desire*

272 pp.
10 b&w photos | 1 map
2882-9 $34.95 cloth
SPECIAL $24.47

---

**Savage Barbecue**
*Race, Culture, and the Invention of America’s First Food*
**Andrew Warnes**

“Warnes has written a well-researched book in *Savage Barbecue*. The historical and contemporary ideas he shares make this a fine contribution to the ever-expanding discussions of food and foodways. We will, from now on, look at barbecue as more than a way of preparing food on a grill.”

—Psyche Williams-Forson, author of *Building Houses out of Chicken Legs: Black Women, Food, and Power*

208 pp.
14 b&w photos
3109-6 $19.95 paper
SPECIAL 13.97
2896-6 $59.95 unj. cloth
SPECIAL $41.97
Available August 2008
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